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Designed for use in indoor or outdoor public 
spaces
Designed to not disperse water and collect it 
during washing
Drainage for connection to the drainage 
network
Includes bicycle-specific cleaning accessories
Adjustable gun and washing support
RFID payment system, bank card or APP 
(Optional)
Customisation with digital printing or painting 
with vinyl logo (Optional)
Double folding grill
Drawer with filter for collecting sand and debris

Features and Advantages

The BICICLEANER is a complete bicycle washing station developed with the needs of all types of 
cyclists in mind.
This washing station is suitable for any type of washing, be it a quick rinse or a more rigorous 
cleaning. Performs a wash that does not damage bicycle components such as bearings, transmission 
and suspensions. 
It is fully customizable and its front is made up of 2 panels that can be personalized with any design 
through digital printing, vinyl or painted in the RAL color you desire. 
A SMART Version that allows for payment of the washing with an APP is available upon request.

Bicycle Washing Station
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Fixing SystemWeight Colour

115kg Several
RAL Colours 

Free standing or 
Bolted to the Ground

Dimensions
(W x L x H)

65 x 206 x 110cm

Specs

Material Protection Painting

Steel Metallization
Zinc Rich Epoxy Primer

Manufacturing

Epoxy Powder 
Coating

REF Shipping Dimensions Shipping Weight

BCW.L0001 80 x 220 x 125cm
Up to 4 Units per Pallet

(unassembled)

Orders(ExWorks)

155kg
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Designed to collect and drain washing water
Adjustable ideal washing pressure
4 Bicycle-Specific Cleaning Accessories
Washing support
Hose with washing pistol
Folding drainage grates with drawer and debris filter
Customizable (Color/Branding)
Also with SMART version with usage payment via APP (optional)


